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 In the past when Iʼve made custom loudspeakers, I have never had the 

ability to do extensive testing, just what I could do with my own ears and 

experience, which wasnʼt that much. So testing was one of the things that I 

looked forward to the most with taking this class. I was glad that I was getting an 

opportunity to finely tune exactly what I wanted into my speakers. When I set out 

to make these speakers, I wanted a pair of three-way, phase coherent speakers 

with a frequency range from 40Hz to above 20kHz, I think I have achieved these 

goals. 

 During my initial listening, I was very excited on the quality of the sound 

coming out of my speakers. I was very concerned about the furnace vent coming 

off the back of my midrange, and was not encouraged with the amount of 

criticism about the topic. However when I initially listened to my speakers I was 

very impressed with how little I could hear the vent. But after listening a bit more 

intently for things that were not large metal tubes, I realized that there was a 

distortion in the bass that sounded like a driver trying too hard. Also I was 

concerned that I hadnʼt tuned my tweeter, I hadnʼt even set it back, which needed 

to be fixed. So I took a measurement to see what was going on and I came up 

with this: 



 

Impressive right? Well besides the crap between 100Hz and 200Hz, but other 

than that it is pretty dang flat, so I looked into what was causing that huge hole. In 

doing so I took the subwoofer and midrange and tested them separately, and got 

this: 

 

So as you can see from that picture, there should not be cancelation at 150Hz, in 

fact there should be addition, a lump instead of a dip. So it was obviously a 

matter of polarity, after looking at the step response, 



 

I determined that my mid range was somehow in the opposite polarity, and was 

also really really muddy in the low-end.  

 The next step in my process was to try and time align all my drivers, and 

make sure that they were all in absolute phase. So I measured all my drivers 

separately, and found out which ones were in negative polarity. It turns out that 

my subwoofer was in opposite polarity, 

 

So after I put all my drivers in absolute positive polarity, I put together all of the 

three drivers and was excited about the results, it looked like everything was 

going to be sweet! 



 

And then I measured a full system sweep… and was instantly upset. 

 

At this point I sort of took matters into my own hands. I was getting some obvious 

cancelation, and my most recent measurement was a very far cry from my +/- 

1dB initial testing, but I had to keep telling myself to stay true to my ideals of 

speaker building, itʼs not about straight lines, its about the music. So I took my 

midrange and I flipped the polarity, to hopefully get much less cancellation at the 

crossover points, and it worked to an extent. 



 But I was still getting some mad cancellation between my tweeter and midrange, 

so I then switched the polarity of my tweeter as well, and I got the general shape 

of my line back. 

 

I thought it might help at this point to fine tune my tweeter. So what I did was I 

flipped the polarity of my tweeter and placed it at flush mount position and moved 

it back in slight increments until it was the maximum cancelation between it and 

my midrange. These were the results: 

 



Flush mounted: 

 

Back .25 inch: 

 

Back .5 inch: 

 

 



Back .75 inch: 

 

Back 1 inch: 

 

Back 1.5 inches: 

 

 



Back 2 inches: 

 

Back 2.5 inch: 

 

Back 3 inch: 

 

 



Back 3.5 inch: 

 

Then I flipped it back into phase: 

 

The frequency response wasnʼt that impressive, when the tweeter was back 

three quarters of an inch the frequency response was much flatter. But then I 

realized that I had switched the polarity of my tweeter after I had already 

switched it, so actually the tweeter being set back .75 of an inch is my best 

option. But it makes sense that I was getting the most cancellation at 3.5 inches, 

because I was crossing over at 2000 Hz, and the wavelength at that frequency is 

6.7 inches, and half of that is 3.35 inches. Also the acoustic center of my 

midrange driver is .75 inches from the face of it. 



During the frequency sweeps, I noticed that the midrange was trying very 

hard during frequencies under 100Hz, itʼs never good when you can see your 

midrange move but itʼs not making sound. To fix this I added a first order high-

pass filter after my midrange stage of my cross over. I tuned it in by ear, what I 

did was took the sub woofer off, so that essentially it was a two way system with 

my 5.5 inch driver acting as a woofer and my tweeter acting as a tweeter. Due to 

the transmission line-esq design for my midrange, there is no acoustical 

suspension. This means that there is nothing mechanically restricting the driver 

from trying to produce those low frequencies for which it is incapable of 

recreating. This just means that at low frequencies, when the subwoofer and the 

midrange are trying to work together, the midrange is just ruining the signal and 

introducing distortion. To fix this I added a capacitor in series with my midrange. I 

started at a 6dB roll off at 50Hz, though greatly improving the sound quality, it still 

was trying to reproduce frequencies it shouldnʼt be. So then I switch to a 200uF 

capacitor to start the roll off at 100Hz, this solved most of my problems, and 

made the frequency graph a bit smoother. After a bit more testing I settled on a 

high pass at 200Hz with a 100uF capacitor, and moved my subwoofer crossover 

frequency up to match it. This made my crossover quite a bit simpler and fixed 

most of my problems. 



 

After this, I just had to finely tune my crossover.  

 When finely tuning my crossover, the first thing I wanted to do was get my 

subwoofer really dialed in. So I took measurements of all the drivers separately to 

see how they were summing. 

 

The first thing I noticed was the dip around the crossover frequency of my 

subwoofer. To fix this I crossed my subwooferʼs low pass filter at 250Hz instead 

of 200Hz. It fixed it pretty nicely, though there was still a little bit of a dip, but 

nothing major. 



 

The next thing I wanted to do with my crossover was flatten the tweeter a little bit. 

So I took the 11dB tweeter pad and replaced it with a 9dB pad, which gave me 

this: 

 The next thing was to take care of the rising tweeter response, so I added a shelf 

filter at 6kHz, and I got this: 



 

Which gave me a loudspeaker with +/- 2dB from 40Hz to north of 20kHz, but 

more importantly than a frequency response, my speakers are truly musical 

speakers. I really enjoy the sound that is coming out of them, they are very easy 

to listen to, and make a really big sound. 


